Dear Leaders McConnell and Reid:

As organizations representing advocates for America’s children and families, we write in support of the children of Flint, Michigan, as they grapple with urgent infrastructure and health needs concerning their water contamination situation.

We know that members of both political parties in the Senate are affronted by whatever circumstances led to these conditions confronting the citizens of Flint.

We are also mindful of the great history of our nation to respond to both man-made and natural disasters: Murrah Federal Building bombing, Hurricane Katrina, ice-storms in Atlanta, and tornadoes in the mid-west from Oklahoma, to Joplin, to Ohio. Now, the water contamination emergency in Flint demands our immediate attention and response.

These children and families have waited almost two years for recognition of their deteriorating infrastructure and health conditions. Now that this tragedy is exposed, we ask you to act promptly to provide monetary and consulting assistance to improve Flint’s water system to acceptable standards. It is also important to act quickly to address the medical, developmental, and educational consequences of lead-contaminated water. The developing bodies and brains of children cannot wait. Their physical development and psychological recovery must begin now and will need response for some time into the future.

We applaud the amendment by Senators Stabenow and Peters to provide immediate infrastructure funding relief and to examine through further study the long-term impacts of lead exposure, so that future consequences of this tragedy are appropriately and accurately addressed for these citizens and for all of America’s communities that may become victims of similar circumstances. The urgency of this situation requires that there be no delay caused by arguments over offsets; nor should other human needs programs that assist our nation’s children and families be cut to pay for addressing this crisis.

We strongly urge you to provide emergency funding now to address this crisis. Please forge an agreement now on behalf of children and vulnerable families who are unable to advocate for basic needs such as clean water.

Thank you for your leadership on behalf of these children and families.
Sincerely,
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